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A novel method is presented for modeling the abrasive waterjet machining process.
Particle motion on the cross section of particle-laden jeffiow is simulated in order
to quantify the erosion contributions of millions of particles having dffirent kinematic
behaviors. The simulation is performed using fractal point sets with chaotic behavior
jets. The jeffiow
for the cases of circular and noncircular (elliptical, triangular)
particle
profiIe
and/or
velocity
any
desired
with
be
endowed
can
constructed
flowrate.
In association with a classical constitutive equation for estimating the penetration
ability of a particle, the drilling and cutting operations are simulated and verified
by experimentfor titanium,.glass, and other materials. Roughness andwaviness of
the citting surfaces are also simulated and there is good consistency between theory
and experiment. Triangular and elliptical jetflows are utilized to explore potential
app lic ations of nonc ircular ab ras iv e w ateri ets.

Introduction

In general, there are two fundamental issues in modeling and
simulation of three-dimensional (3D) abrasive watedet (AWJ)
machining. One is to find the constitutive equation-the relation between the depth of penetration by a high speed abrasive
particle and other machining parameters, including the jet speed,
material properry, impact angle, surface geometry, etc. The
other is to quantify the dynamic nature of particle-laden jetflow,
reflecting disordered particle motion, the influence of nozzle
geometry and movement, and characteristics of three-phase flow
such as laminar and turbulent velocity profiles. The first issue
focuses on the local erosion rate by individual particles while
the second one emphasizes the global description of surface
formation. For instance, waviness on lateral surfaces of cut is
not affected by the erosion rate of a single particle, but does
depend on the nozzle speed and total depth of cut. Evidence
foi this claim is that similar waviness also occurs in laser and
other beam cutting processes.
To date, much attention has been paid to the first issue and
remarkable progress has been achieved by scholars and engineers regarding different impact conditions (Finnie, 1958; Bitter, L962; Neilson and Gilchrist, 7967; Tilly and Sage, 19'10;
Hutchings,1979; Gulden, 1979: Hashish, 1984; Zeng and Kim,
1992; Yong and Kovacevic, 1997a). However, the results of
single particle analysis alone are not enough to precisely describe an on-line AWJ machining process. In addition, the tra*
jectories of millions of particles with,chaotic dynamic behavior
must be quantitatively described.
Particles in AWJ differ greatly from each other in terms of
their veiocities and positions at different moments, and most
importantly, their disordered behavior directly affects the depth
of cut as well as the surface quality. In fact, because of the lack
of a theoretical basis for the particle motion in jetflow, namely
the second issue, empirical models to date are incapable of
reflecting many important characteristics of a kerf, such as 3D
surface configuration, roughness and waviness as well as the
C'"*tlUu,"d by the Fluids Engineering Division for publication in the JounNel
or Fluros EsclNesntNc. Manuscript received by the Fluids Engineering Division
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machining parameters that influence them like the traverse
speed of anozzle. In additiol; corvertional models break down
when engineers and researchers change nozzle shapes (Hongawa et a1., 1992; Hashish, 1994; Rankin and Wu, 1995) from
a circular one to noncircular ones, or when they use alternative
techniques during a machining operation, such as rotating a
nozzle along with the straight movement, or accelerating and
decelerating it for controlling the depth of cut.
It is essential for a robust model to balance the weight of two
research orientations. At present, it is impractical to establish a
series of nonlinear partial differential equations for describing
locations and velocities of particles simply because researchers
are still struggting with the accurate analysis of turbulence in
one-phase flow. However, in order to model and simulate an
AWJ machining process, it is virtually impossible to avoid such
an analysis since the cutting action in AWJ machining is actually the result of the accumulation of an enonnous number of
tiny craters and/or ditches generated by particles, as shown in
Figs. 1-2. This suggests that a new approach must be developed
to meet practical needs.
The strategy adopted in the present research is to simulate
particle motion on the cross section of a particleladen jetflow
6y using fractal point sets with chaotic features. Here a point
represents a particle and its coordinates deflne the position of
the particle. It is important to point out that a general point set
is not directly applicable unless it satisfies strict physical and
mathematical constraints. For example, it should be able to have
any desired velocity profile and flowrate, be suitable to any
nozzle shape, and possess global axisymmetry and uniformity.
After desired particle-laden flow is constructed, several AWJ
machining operations are simulated and compared with experimental data. The results show that the approach developed is
very effective and industrially applicable as an optional tool to
reduce expensive and time-consuming tests'

2

Simulation of Particle Motion

In light of the physical and geometric conditions forming
three-phase flow (abrasives, water and air) in the mixing tube,
three assumptions are introduced to describe the characteristics
of particle motion in a circular cross section of the multiphase
flow. First, the appearance of particles on the cross section is
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where J : {(€r, n), (€r, Tz), ..., ({", q/u)} is a Julia set
(fractal point set) produced by the nonlinear iterative equations
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Fig. 1 A crater (X200)generatedby an abrasiveparticlewith average
diameter460;amimpingingon a glassplate
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unpredictable or disordered for both laminar and turbulent
flows. Second, globally speaking, the particle distribution on the
cross section is approximately axisymmetrical after the particle
number passing through the section exceeds a certain value.
Third, the particle number through a subdomain of the cross
section should be approximately equal to the particle number
through another symmetric subdomain. The third feature is
termed the global uniformity of particles. In the subsequent
analysis, laminar and turbulent particleladen flows are distinguished by their particle distribution and velocity profiles.

5 q N- 1 ' 5

(9)

Hereinafter, a particle on the cross section is positioned by
the coordinates of a point, namely, a point in $ will represent
a particle. The particle distribution of fa on a.circular region
and their unpredictable appearance are shown in Fig. 3 where
the straight line connecting two points stands for the relative
order of appearance of two particles' The axisymmetry
and uniformity of $ can be verified (Yong and Kovacevic,
Igg7b, c) by employing the rotating mapping function T(q)
: eoi where a (0 = a < 2r) is the rotating angle on the
2.I An Original Point Set. In order to describe insta;nt complex plane. Demonstration of the two properties are not
particle motion on the cross section of particle-laden jetflow, a . displayed for compactness.
particte is assumed to be a mathematical point in space and its
2.2 Velocity ProfiIe of Point Set. After meeting three
iize and shape are not considered at this step. In this case, the
possesses
point
that
set
a
properties of particle motion, the point set$ is still not
such
to
find
general
is
point
for
simulation
key
the ibove three features of particle motion on the cross section. ieady torepresent particles on the cross section of particle flow
because the velocity profile ofS, along the normal direction of
After extensive examinations on the above three features of
numerous fractal point sets under the Cartesian and polar sys- the crosS section, may not be equivalent to that of particles. In
tems, it is confirmed (Yong and Kovacevic, 1997b, c) that the the following, a governing equation for determining the velocity
proflle of $ is introduced so that fo can be endowed with any
following point set can be used to simulate the particle motion
jetflow,
given
by
desired velbciry profile. For the simplification of mathematical
of
on the cross section
treatments, the mixture of particle, water, and air in jetflow is
assumed to be uniform.
Based on the mass conservation principle, particles of fo carr
be linked to their velocities through the equation
O=rn:@?+yT1/2<L

(2)
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Fig.2

Ditches (X2O0) on the titanium surface generated by particles
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Fig. 3 Particle distribution on the circular region and their disordered
appearance at different moments
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In Eq. ( 10), R" physically stands for the abrasive flowrate ratio;
Vr(t, x, y) : ur/ur*.* is the dimensionless norrnal velocity of a
particle at the point (x, y) and the instant t, uris the average
normal velocity profile of the particle and u.*o is the maximum
velocity of jetflow; S,o is an arbitrarily-shaped subarea of the
cross section Se of particleladen jetflow; N,' is the number of
particles passing through S,' in the time interval t - h and N6
is the number of particles passing through Ss during tz - tt.
Note that when the jetflow is assumed to be steady and axisymmetrical Eq. ( 11) can be simplified to

of thetriangularcrosssectionof iet flow
Fig.5 Geometry

v,: (r"I v,@d,)
#"

(12)

For laminar jetflow, the averagevelocity profile of particles
is assumedto be similar to that of one-phasewaterjet. This
assumptionis based on the experimental discovery that the
similarity existsbetweenthe averagevelociry proflles of parti( 1 3 ) cles and their transportingmedium (e.9., Alajbegovc et al.,
Vt : (1 - p)trto
1994). In addition,two importantpoints shouldbe emphasized
(r4) here
R.f : 1 - (l - r)ttrto(l * *rr)
for this assumption.(i) The averagevelocity profile is
chosenfor obtaining a group of one-to-onemappingequations
are also plotted as approximaterepresentationsof V, and R.. through Eq. (15), the unpredictableor chaotic propertiesof
The irregularity of V, and Ryresults from the disorderednature particles in the new sourcewill not be changedbecausethey
of particlesin$.
are relevant to appearingpositions and orders with respectto
In most cases,abrasivewaterjet can be treated as a steady each other. As a matter of fact, the oscillating characteristicof
flow and hencefor simplicity in the subsequentdiscussionthe the factual velocity profile for a new source, like the old one
velocity profile of particle-ladenflow is consideredas to be shown in Fig. 4, will alwaysretain due to the disorderedproptime-independent.
erty. (tt) The averagevelocity profile can be any desiredform,
practicalneeds.
2.3 New Point Sets. When the off-line simulation needs numerical or analytical, which dependson the
(Shames,1962 and
in
fluid
mechanics
results
From
known
a new particle sourceor point setf o definedon an arbitrarilyshapeddomain,90with desiredvelocity profile V,, and/or flow- Currie, 1992), one can find
rateratio R, *re mappingtechniqueis appliedto convelt fointo
( 16)
V,: I - 0@,y)
/o through the integral equation
In terms of ( 10) and ( 12), the velocity profile V, and flowrate
ratio Ryof fo are drawn in Fig. 4 and two analytical equations

where
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where the subdomainS, or,9o containsunknown coordinates
(x, y) or (r, d) of particlesin f o. The physical meaningof
(15) is that correspondingto a group of points in S* another
groupof particlesin ,9,ois deterrrinedthrough ( 15) which possesses
the velocity profile V,(x, y).

(equilateral triangular flow)
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where a andb areconstants.As shown in Fig. 5, an analytical
result is given here for equilateraltriangular flow as an illustrative example.From (13) and (14) one can get
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FiS. e Vebcity profile and flowrate ratio of the original point set and
their analytical approximation
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In termsof ( 15, 20,2I), two mappingequationsfor determining
two variablesk, andO, of Eq. (21) we of forms
k, = ll - (1 - r,)tt'to(7 + ftr)lLt2

o(d,):ry

(26)
(27)

The coordinates (rcn,!n) of the nth particle in triangular point
set f o are ascertained by
(a)O=6n<2tr/3:

-t.s -1.5

2!^"
ln : xntm Q,: -.., - tm Q^ (2s)
3( I
V3 tan Q)

(a)

(b) -2tr/3 = Q, = O:
ln :

_ r.00

V,

(c) -r

o.67

xntllnQ, : -',
?P^ t{r Q^ Qg)
3( 1 + 13 tan $"1

= O, - -2n13 and 2n/3 ' Qn' r:

- ? , ! , :- ? r * r ,( 3 0 )
Mapping functions for other types of flow are not given here
for brevity, but the following simulation processeswill use
results for elliptical jetflow. It can be seen fuom(22-30) that
the unpredictablebehaviorinherited from the original one still
remainsin the new one.
The seventh-rootlaw (Shames,1962)for the averagevelocity profile of an axisymmetricalturbulentpipe flow is extended
to describenoncircularflow. That is, the.generalaveragevelocity profile for noncircularturbulentjetflow is given by

-1.5-r.5

v , : ( 1_ / l g G , i l ) r , ,
(b)
Fig. 6 Average velocity profiles of elliptical flow. (a) Laminar flow. (b)
Turbulent flow.

where (r,,

0,) are the polar coordinates

of the nth particle

in

fr. After substitutionof ( 18) into the right sideof ( 15), tedious
calculationslead to

:
(J[ o,o')
I (l L,o,*) klo(o')
(0 = k, < 1)

(2I)
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2
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(24)

(31)

where 0@, y) is ascertained by (17-19) for different nozzle
shapes. Two patterns are displayed in Figs. 6(4, b), to show
the difference between two types of elliptical jetflow.
Equation (31) is considered to be valid if it can generate the
sharp change of velocity gradients near the nozzle wall, similar
to many experimental results for both one-phase or multiphase
flow (Shame,1962; Lee and Durst, 1982; Alajbegovic,1994).
The concem over the shape of the velocity profile arises because
it is relevant to the cutting quality of AWJ. As stated above,
one can choose any velocity profile as the average one for a
new particle source based on practical needs. Two approaches
are designed to ensure the completeness of creating new particle
sources. Theoretically, a feedback control algorithm is developed for checking the consistency between the defined velocity
profile and the factual velocity profile of particles. Experimentally, the shapes of holes drilled by AWJ are compared with
simulation results (Yong and Kovacevic, I997d). Very good
agreement is confirmed between theory and experiment.

3

Simulation of AWJ Machining

During simulation of an AWJ machining process, according
to previous results, the relation between the average penetration
depth 6h, generated by the zth particle and other parameters is
defined by
6hn : clfVr(x,, y,)f'

(32)

where the exponent s is taken as 2 in the fbllowing simulation,
c1 is a constant determined by the test of one on-line cut, and
Vr(xn, y") is the dimensionless normal velocity of the particle
at an instant /. The time is measured by abrasive flowrate r?.
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Fig. 9 Comparison between theory and experiment for cutting different
materiale (circular iet)

The macro erosion rate of particles dependsmainly on
velocities and the number of particles striking the surface.
Usually, a very small area can experiencesthousandsof
impacts from particles.
It is impractical to instantly measureanglesand rotations
of millions of particlesin a few secondsunder the harsh
machining environment.
A brief equationis more efficient for either off-line simulation or on-line control (Kovacevic, 1992) after its accuracy is confirmed by experiments.

C)
-c
tE

0
I

(b)
Fig.7 The possible shapes of the kerf 's bottom derived from tfte constitutive equation for erosion rate. (a) Turbulent velocity profile. (b) Laminar
velocity profile.

More importantly, the constantc1of Eq. (32) actsas a synthetic
parametertlat can reflect the influencesof different parameters
in a senseof averagemeasurement.
How to determinethe value of the exponents has long been
an interesting subject when only the erosion rate of one single
particle is analyzed.Nevertheless,this issue becomesless influential when millions of different particles and their velocities
are all taken into account. Some findings are introduced as
follows.
In the presentmodel, the maximum depth of drilling is independent of the exponents according to

(33)
For example, 10athparticle strikes the surfaceat the 0.5 second ( 6 f t , ) . * : c r f V r ^ * ( x , , y , ) ] "= c t ( % - * ( x ; , ! i ) : 1 ) .
rt m = 2 x lO4 (particles)/s. Equation (32) does not specify
the maximum depth h, at the center of a hole has
the influences of individual parameters, such as the impact As a result,
angles,the possible rotation and the geometry of a particle, due the form
to the following reasons:

(34)

n , = L 6 h i :L r r : J r '
j=r

j=r

where .Iis the number of particleshitting the given point. In this
circumstance,the variation of s is irrelevant to the calculation of
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Fig. I 0 Comparison between theory and experiment for cutting different
materials (triangular iet)
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erosionrate.However,the valuerangeof n = 2 - 3 hereproves
to be more reasonable.Becausethe shapeof a kerf on the cross
section of a workpiece is similar to the curve given by Eq.
(32), the possibleshapesof a kerf are plotted in Figs. 7 (a,
b). Experimentsshow that the shapeof a kerf matcheswell
with the curvesobtainedwith n : 2 - 3. Other shapesof kerfs
are rarely seenin practical situation, particularly, fl : 5 - 7
for turbulent flow.
A memory techniqueis introducedto record quantitiesand
kinematic historiesof particlespassingthrougha given areaof
the workpieceto be cut, asexplainedin Fig. 8. Whenthe particle
jetflow with a moving nozzle ffavels over the erosion region,
the erosion rates in different parts of the region greatly differ.
0 3 0 6 0 9 0
The region is divided into a network, and each elementof the
t (s)
network serves as a memory cell to record the histories of
particlespassingthroughit. Their penetrationabilitiesareevaluFig.11 Gomparisonbetweentheoryandexperimentfor drillingtitanium,
atedby useof F;q.(32). The final shapeof a kerf is the accumuglass,and cast iron
lation of results of all the cells over the erosionregion. Major
simulationparametersare listed as follows
. traverse rate of a nozzle u, : 0.5 - 4.01s(lengthunit/
h.. So long as the value of c1 is determined by a drilling test,
theory
experiment:
}{
glass
H
titanium
il:--t cast iron

the maximum depth for a material depends solely on the total
number of particles striking the given area. The exponent s does
lead to changes on the shape of a kerf through changing the

.
.

second)
8 x 104/s(particlenumber/
particleflowratem:2second)
dimensionless radius of the nozzle r, : | (length unit)
for the circular nozzle

.t -Z

(a)
(a)

1.25
theory
experiment

H

_

0.6

h-1
0.4

I
I

N

I^e

0.75

-

sypsyimental average
theoretical average

0.5

\

(b)
(b)
Fig.12 Evaluation of roughness. (a) 3D configuration of bottom surface
roughness. (b) A comparison between theory and experiment.
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Fig. 13 3D configuration of kerfs. (al u. :0'5 mm/s' (hl u. = 4'0 mm/s'
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,il
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i
areaof a memory cellar: 0'1 x 0'1 (length x length)
depthof cut h,: hrlh,o* (h.-depthof cut
dimensionless
in a cell)
. total cutting length /, : 7 (length unit) with no mask
protection
o rotation anglesof an elliptical n o z z l e T r : 0 - 2 t r
. ratio of the minor axis to the major axis of an elliptical
bla:0.5/1.0.
nozzle
In tests carried out by the authors, experimental conditions vary
with workpiece materials, including watedet pressure, abrasive
flowrate a.td sir" and material, nozzle diameter and standoff
distance. They are not all listed for brevity but are available on
request.
The cutting simuiation is con3.1 Simulation of cutting.
ducted for titanium, annealed aluminum, carbon steel, and cooper. As shown in Fig. 9, the consistency between theory and
experiment justifies the validity of the model along with constitutive p,q. GD. The depth of cut is obviously a nonlinear function of nozzle speed u,. At this point, the model proves to be
very competitivb with other models because only one cut is
needed to determine a physical constant in Eq. (32). Moreover,
other models break down when the nozzle shape is no longer

-l-1

()

|

2

a

10

Y

Fig. 15 3D configurationof a cut generatedby a rotatingand moving
elfipticalnozzle

a circular one. A comparison between equilateral triangular and
circular jetflow is given in Fig. 10 where experimental data
were giv-en by Rankin and wu ( 1995 ) from cutting aluminum.
One advantageous feature of the present model is that any shape
of jetflow can be simulated without principle difficulty'
The constitutive equation for
3.2 Simulation of Drilling.
drilling differs from Eq. (32) because of potential damping
effectJwith the increase in depth of drilling (Yong and Kovacevic, IggTd). still, only one physical constant involves the
estimation of erosion rates. A comparison between theoretical
and experimental results is plotted in Fig. 11 for drilling titanium, glass and cast iron, for ductile, brittle and quasi-brittle
materials. It follows that the drilling model has very good accuracy.

(a)

0.00

3.3 Simulation of Roughness and Waviness' As indicated earlier, previous models failed to reflect parameters of
surface quality, such as roughness and waviness, because they
ut" .aurid mostly by distinct kinematic features of millions
of particles, nozzle shape, travel speed, etc.. A theoretical 3D
corifiguration that showi the roughness on the bottom of a kerf
is diJplayed in Fig. lz(a). The roughness results from the
ineguiarity of the depth. A comparison between theory and
e*periment is given in Fig. l2(b) where the experimental counterparr of Fig.12(a) is obtained by measuring the depth of cut
on an aluminum specimen. In simulation, the traverse speed u.
:
of the noz'zleis ur:2.0 mm/s and the abrasive flowrate LStrt
between
error
the
that
show
8 X 104 (particles/s). Calculations
theoretical average and experimental depths is 7.6 percent.
Many experiments have demonstrated that very severe waviness oicu.J on the lateral surfaces of a workpiece when the
travel speed of the nozzle increases from 0.5 mm/s to 4.0 mm/s
(e.g., Ifashish, lgg1). However, previous models are incapable
of lncluding the intrinsic surface feature in association with
other 3D parameters. Figures 13(a, b) we 3D configurations
of two cuis cotrespbndingto ttr:0.5 mm/s and u,: 4'O mm/
s, respectively. The waviness on the lateral surfaces is clearly
visible in Fig. L3(b). Relative quantitative waviness of a cut
can be determined by employing the contour map of a 3D
configuration as displayed in Figs. l4(a, b) where the dimensionlJss heights of Contoursare 0.2, O.4,0.6, and 0.8. Note that
at the different depth of cut the waviness is different. For example, results show that at the height h,: 0.6, the surface waviness
0'65 when the traverse
i, chartgesfrom w. : 0'18 to wr:
speed o{anozzleincreases from 0.5 mm/s to 4'0 mm/s' Experimental verification of theoretical waviness invoives many sophisticated techniques and it will be discussed in a separate
paper.

-ffiqf,m$Rlq#

-0-75

-1.50

x

(b)
: 0'5 mm/
Fig. 14 Contour maps for measurement of waviness. (a) u'
s. (b) u, : 4.0 mm/s.
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3.4 Simulation of Rotating Nozzle. The above discussions aim at the simulation of well-known phenomena in AWJ
machining. In fact, the present model can be applied to explore
many new functions of AWJ. Here is an example for producing
the curved depth of cut which is one of the most important
topics in the AWJ machining area and no mature methbd has
been found yet to date. The strategy used here is to use a moving
and rotating elliptical nozzle in association with, if necessary,
the mask technique. The 3D cutting configuration is displayed
in Fig. 15. Clearly, this is a potential method to control the
depth of cut.

4

Conclusion and Discussion

3D abrasive machining is an expensive and time-consuming
process, especially when an innovation needs to be justified.
The cost may not pay off in many cases mainly because many
parameters influence the machining outcome. For example,
when a noncircular nozzle is applied to the shop floor, engineers
and researchers have to get through lengthy experiments to
verify its validity by changing machining conditions, such as
the orientation and traverse speed of the nozzle, the water pressure, the flowrate of abrasives and so on. This makes it very
difficult to find optimal parameters for a specific purpose.
Simulation is possibly the best way to solve the problem. In
the present work, fractal point sets with chaotic behavior are
employed to represent particles on the cross section of jetflow.
These point sets can be endowed with any velocity profile and
shape to meet practical needs. One of the most important functions carried by the model is that it is capable ol simulating
general motion of a nozzle on which many operations on the
shop floor rely. The cutting, drilling, evaluation of surface quality, innovation of nozzle shape and the depth control are reported in this paper and selective experiments are conducted to
verify its effectiveness and accuracy. Results confirm that it is
a robust model and has potential to be an industrially applicable
one.
In this research, less attention is paid to the investigation of
constitutive equations for different working environments. This
does not mean, however, that this topic is not worth further
consideration. As a matter of fact, many subjects relevant to
this topic have probably not been addressed so far, such as
the dynamic property of workpiece material subjected to very
localized impact loading or the influence of strain rates, multiimpacts of chaotic particles, instability of particles due to the
loss of penetration ability, etc.. According to the results reported
in this work, a classical formulas developed previously performs
accurately for the most common AWJ machining process, such
as cutting and drilling.
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